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Several conceptual and modelling frameworks are presented in such a
level of detail that it is possible to discuss their usability as tools for the
envisaged target groups in:  “public administration” and “representa-
tives of industry.”
The main four models are brought into a structure as a function of their
level of detail versus coverage regarding subject matter and geography
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Basic structure of this contribution: four modelling frameworks
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The objective of this chapter is to give an overview on contemporary
research and development activities and results in the field of modelling
frameworks supporting to cope with Climate Change, which are mainly
energy or air emission models and assessment tools. Their implementa-
tion as an IT tool is described as well as typical results.
The different functions of Environmental Information Systems (EnvIS)
are presented by these case studies:
• EnvIS Model Global Change: The Combined Energy and Biosphere

Model (CEBM)
• EnvIS Practically Support Climate Protection: The Energy & Emis-

sion Balance for Cities (EEB)
• EnvIS as Systems Analysis for Air Quality in a City: A Semi-Quanti-

tative Modelling Framework (SAAQ)
• EnvIS Identify Impacts Driving Global Change: The Global Change

Data Base (GCDB)
• EnvIS Harmonise Economic with Environmental data: (NAMEA)
• EnvIS Show the Status Quo: National Emission Reporting Systems

(NERS)
• EnvIS Provide Planning Details: Energy Technology Databases

(ETDB)
It is stated that these models can fruitfully be combined with each other
along the procedure of planning and implementing climate protection
measures.

INTRODUCTION

General perspective of this contribution
This contribution presents four modelling frameworks that can be structured

along their level of detail, their geographic coverage and their degree of quantifica-
tion that are typical for each of these environmental information systems. All four
describe a subset of the various aspects affecting global change:

• Emissions
• Energy
• Land Use and Biomass
• Economic and Social Parameters.

The specific objective of this chapter is to present, discuss and evaluate the
usability of the model concepts and their present stage of IT implementation for the
target of inter-subjective assessment of the driving forces, mechanisms and effects
of global change for the needs of practical planning on a local, national and/or global
level. For each presented model, portfolios are displayed that briefly describe their
positions and abilities.

Target groups are public administrations and  bodies representing economy and
industry who are motivated to break down the concept of sustainability to practical
action options while maintaining the larger scope, as is proposed by the traditions of
technology assessment and systems thinking.
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